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The geologic sequestration of carbon dioxide (CO2) in structural and stratigraphic9
traps is a viable option to reduce anthropogenic emissions. While dissolution of the10
CO2 stored in these traps reduces the long-term leakage risk, the dissolution process11
remains poorly understood in systems that reflect the appropriate subsurface geometry.12
Here, we study dissolution in a porous layer that exhibits a feature relevant for CO213
storage in structural and stratigraphic traps: a finite CO2 source along the top boundary14
that extends only part way into the layer. This feature represents the finite extent of15
the interface between free-phase CO2 pooled in a trap and the underlying brine. Using16
theory and simulations, we describe the dissolution mechanisms in this system for a wide17
range of times and Rayleigh numbers, and classify the behavior into seven regimes. For18
each regime, we quantify the dissolution flux numerically and model it analytically, with19
the goal of providing simple expressions to estimate the dissolution rate in real systems.20
We find that, at late times, the dissolution flux decreases relative to early times as the21
flow of unsaturated water to the CO2 source becomes constrained by a lateral exchange22
flow though the reservoir. Application of the models to several representative reservoirs23
indicates that dissolution is strongly affected by the reservoir properties; however, we24
find that reservoirs with high permeabilities (k > 1 Darcy) that are tens of meters thick25
and several kilometers wide could potentially dissolve hundreds of megatons of CO2 in26
tens of years.27
1. Introduction28
Geologic sequestration of carbon dioxide is a promising option to mitigate climate29
change (Lackner 2003; IPCC 2005; Schrag 2007; Benson & Cole 2008; Orr 2009). The30
first stage of the process is capturing anthropogenic CO2 from large, stationary sources31
such as power plants and transporting it to a storage site. At the storage site, the next32
stage is injecting the CO2 underground for long-term storage into regions of deep, porous33
rock such as structural and stratigraphic traps.34
Structural and stratigraphic traps are regions of porous rock in which an overlying, low-35
permeability seal exhibits a concave-down geometry (IPCC 2005). In structural traps,36
this geometry is due to either a large-scale fold in the reservoir or the intersection of37
a sealing fault with a dipping region of the reservoir. In the case of a fold, the seal is38
typically a layer of fine-grained rock such as shale or mudstone called a caprock; in the39
case of a fault, the seal is due to both the caprock and impermeable material within the40
fault. In stratigraphic traps, the concave-down shape is due to changes in rock type. For41
example, a dipping reservoir may pinch out between two layers of fine-grained rock or42
terminate in a unconformity against fine-grained rock (figure 1).43
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Structural and stratigraphic traps are attractive sites for CO2 sequestration (Gunter44
et al. 2004). Their low-permeability seal inhibits the upward migration of CO2, reducing45
the risk of leakage to a shallower formation or the surface. While a low-permeability seal46
can be present at many locations in a reservoir, structural and stratigraphic traps are47
particularly appealing because their concave-down geometry also constrains the lateral48
spread of CO2, reducing the risk that it will migrate away from the injection site to49
potential leakage pathways such as non-sealing faults or abandoned wells. Another at-50
tractive feature is that many traps have proven seals. When the trap is located in an oil51
and gas field, for example, the seal quality is confirmed by the fact that it has retained52
buoyant hydrocarbons for millions of years.53
While structural and stratigraphic traps reduce the risk of CO2 leakage, they do not54
eliminate it. The seal may contain small fractures or faults that allow leakage but that55
are not identified in the characterization stage of a sequestration project. In the injec-56
tion stage, the seal may be compromised by accidentally overpressurizing the reservoir,57
which could hydraulically fracture the seal or cause slip along a pre-existing fault in the58
seal (Grasso 1992; Rutqvist & Tsang 2002; Chiaramonte et al. 2008; Mathias et al. 2009).59
After the injection well has been closed, the seal may be damaged by seismic activity or60
human activity in the subsurface close to the reservoir.61
Dissolution of the CO2 into the groundwater mitigates the risk of leakage from an62
imperfect or compromised seal. This is because water with dissolved CO2 is more dense63
than the ambient groundwater, and will tend to sink rather than rise though a leakage64
pathway. Estimating the dissolution rate will help constrain the quantity of CO2 that65
will remain in the target reservoir, and the quantity that will escape.66
CO2 dissolution has been well studied in idealized systems. These systems commonly67
include laterally infinite porous layers (Ennis-King et al. 2005; Xu et al. 2006; Riaz et al.68
2006; Slim & Ramakrishnan 2010), laterally periodic porous layers (Rapaka et al. 2008;69
Pau et al. 2010; Hidalgo et al. 2012), and laterally closed porous layers in which the70
side walls are no-flow boundaries (Riaz et al. 2006; Hassanzadeh et al. 2007; Neufeld71
et al. 2010; Kneafsey & Pruess 2010; Backhaus et al. 2011; Hewitt et al. 2013; Slim et al.72
2013). The systems typically include only the porous layer below the CO2-brine inter-73
face, and represent the interface via a top boundary fixed at CO2 saturation. In these74
systems, dissolution initially occurs via diffusion only, leading to a diffuse boundary layer75
of CO2-rich fluid below the top boundary. Since the boundary layer is more dense than76
the underlying fluid, it is unstable and breaks up into descending fingers after a time77
proportional to D/V 2, where D is the effective diffusion coefficient and V is the charac-78
teristic buoyancy velocity, as defined in §2 (Ennis-King et al. 2005; Xu et al. 2006; Riaz79
et al. 2006; Hassanzadeh et al. 2007; Slim & Ramakrishnan 2010). Due to conservation of80
mass, underlying fluid at lower CO2 concentrations simultaneously rises upward, leading81
to sharp concentration gradients at the top boundary that increase the dissolution flux.82
The exact expression of the enhanced dissolution flux remains controversial: some studies83
suggest it depends on the Rayleigh number (Backhaus et al. 2011; Neufeld et al. 2010),84
while others indicate it is independent (Pau et al. 2010; Hidalgo et al. 2012). After the85
fingers reach the bottom of the reservoir, dissolved CO2 begins to circulate back to the86
top, lowering the concentration gradients and causing the dissolution rate to continually87
decrease (Slim et al. 2013; Hewitt et al. 2013).88
Here, we study CO2 dissolution in a porous layer that more closely reflects storage89
in a structural or stratigraphic trap. Like most previous studies, we represent the inter-90
face between the free-phase CO2 and groundwater via a boundary condition: we fix the91
concentration along the top boundary at the saturated CO2 concentration. Unlike many92
studies, however, we apply this condition along only part of the top boundary to repre-93
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Figure 1. We study CO2 dissolution in a porous layer that exhibits features of structural traps
such as anticlines and stratigraphic traps such as pinchouts between low-permeability rock. The
layer is semi-infinite to represent the large lateral extent of a deep, geologic reservoir. A portion
of the top boundary (blue line) is held at the saturated CO2 concentration to represent the finite
CO2-groundwater interface.
sent the finite extent of the interface. To account for the observation that many traps94
exist in reservoirs that are laterally extensive relative to the thickness of the layer and95
width of the trap, we set the right boundary at infinity. This combination of a finite CO296
source in a laterally extensive layer represents either a stratigraphic trap or a structural97
trap like an anticline that is nearly symmetric about its axial plane (figure 1).98
While this system represents a geologic trap, it is an idealization. In contrast to an99
actual trap, the porous layer is two dimensional, homogeneous, isotropic, rectilinear, and100
perfectly horizontal. There is also no natural background flow and we neglect hydrody-101
namic dispersion. We invoke these simplifications to focus on the physics of dissolution102
from a finite CO2 source, and address some of the limitations they entail in the Appli-103
cation section.104
In contexts outside of CO2 sequestration, some studies have investigated natural con-105
vection in geometries similar to our idealized CO2 trap. Elder (1967) studied heat transfer106
in a porous medium in which a portion of the lower boundary was held at an elevated107
temperature. This system, sometimes called the Elder problem, is similar to ours in that108
both involve a laterally finite source modeled by a Dirichlet boundary condition; it differs109
in that the medium is finite and the remaining walls are all held at zero temperature,110
so a steady-state exists. Wooding et al. (1997a) and Wooding et al. (1997b) studied the111
infiltration of dense, saltwater fingers into a porous layer from an overlying salt lake. This112
system, often called the salt-lake problem, is also similar to ours in that it involves a finite113
source; it differs in that the lake exhibits evaporative loss, which both concentrates the114
salt and drives convection from the surrounding area to the lake, partially stabilizing the115
saline boundary layer. Cheng & Chang (1976) studied boundary-layer flow in a porous116
medium partially overlain by a cold boundary or partially underlain by a hot bound-117
ary. This system is similar to ours in the same way as the Elder and salt-lake problems.118
However, it differs in that the domain is laterally infinite and vertically semi-infinite.119
Furthermore, due to the boundary-layer approximation, the analysis of Cheng & Chang120
(1976) can not capture fingering or any subsequent behavior. While all of these stud-121
ies provide insight into natural convection from a finite source, they provide a limited122
understanding of how CO2 dissolves in the subsurface.123
We find that CO2 dissolution in our idealized geologic trap occurs through several124
mechanisms. These mechanisms vary spatially along the length of the CO2 source: along125
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the inner regions of the source far from the edge, the dissolution mechanisms are nearly126
identical to those observed in previous studies of convective CO2 dissolution; near the127
edge, however, the mechanisms are novel and are strongly impacted by flow in the porous128
layer outside the source region. The dissolution mechanisms also vary temporally, and129
the different periods of behavior can be organized into seven regimes (figure 2). For each130
regime, we describe the mechanisms and quantify the dissolution flux numerically. We131
also develop an analytical model of the dissolution flux in each regime, with the goal132
of providing simple expressions to estimate dissolution rates that can be expected in133
practice.134
2. Governing equations135
Under the Boussineq approximation, the density-driven flow of incompressible, miscible136
fluids in a porous medium is described by the following system of equations (Nield &137
Bejan 2013):138
∇ · u = 0, (2.1)
139
u = − k
µφ
(∇p− ρ(c)gzˆ) , (2.2)
140
∂c
∂t
+ u ·∇c−D∇2c = 0. (2.3)
Equation 2.1 expresses conservation of mass for the entire fluid mixture, equation 2.2 is141
Darcy’s law, and equation 2.3 is the concentration equation. We solve these equations142
in two dimensions. The variables are as follows: c is the CO2 concentration, D is the143
effective diffusion coefficient, k is the permeability, µ is the dynamic viscosity, φ is the144
porosity, p is the pressure, g is the gravitational acceleration, ρ is the density, and u =145
(u, v) is the pore velocity (sometimes called the intrinsic, volume-averaged velocity). We146
take the effective diffusion coefficient, D, the permeability, k, the dynamic viscosity,147
µ, and the porosity, φ, as constants. We assume the density, ρ, is a linear function of148
the concentration: ρ = ρ0 + ∆ρ
c
cs
, where ρ0 is the density of freshwater, ∆ρ is the149
density difference between freshwater and CO2-saturated water, and cs is the saturated150
concentration of CO2. Substituting Darcy’s law into equation 2.1 yields the pressure151
equation:152
∇2p = g ∂ρ
∂z
. (2.4)
Taking the curl of Darcy’s law yields the vorticity equation:153
ω =
∂u
∂z
− ∂v
∂z
= −V ∂c
′
∂x
, (2.5)
where ω is the vorticity in the direction normal to the system (see figure 1), c′ is the154
concentration normalized to the saturated concentration (c′ = c/cs), and V = ∆ρgk/µφ155
is the characteristic buoyancy velocity. This equation shows that lateral concentration156
gradients drive vortical flow.157
The initial condition is that the velocity and concentration are zero everywhere:158
u(x, z, t = 0) = 0, c(x, z, t = 0) = 0. (2.6)
The boundary condition for the concentration equation along the top of the layer is159
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Figure 2. Dissolution evolves through the seven regimes shown here (Ra = 3000). The color
scale represents the concentration of CO2, c, normalized to the saturated concentration, cs. The
scalings of the transition times between the regimes are shown in terms of the layer thickness,
H , the effective diffusion coefficient, D, and the characteristic velocity, V = ∆ρgk/µφ (see §2).
When Ra = V H/D is sufficiently small, the first and final transition times become equal, the
duration of the intermediate regimes becomes zero, and the system transitions directly to the
late diffusion regime.
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defined piecewise:160
c(z = 0,−W 6 x 6 0) = cs, ∂c
∂z
∣∣∣∣
z=0,x>0
= 0, (2.7)
where W is the width of the CO2 source (figure 1). For most of the study, we perturb161
the constant-concentration boundary condition with random noise such that the mean162
concentration at the boundary remains at the saturated concentration:163
c(z = 0,−W 6 x 6 0) = cs[1− ε+ 2εr(x)], (2.8)
where ε = 1× 10−3 is the maximum magnitude of the noise and r(x) is a random num-164
ber between 0 and 1. However, in analyzing the first regime, early diffusion, we initially165
consider a boundary condition that is unperturbed beyond numerical error. The remain-166
ing boundary conditions are no-diffusion on the bottom and left walls and no-flow on all167
walls; the right wall is infinitely far away:168
v(z = 0, H) = u(x = −W,∞) = ∂c
∂z
∣∣∣∣
z=H
=
∂c
∂x
∣∣∣∣
x=−W,∞
= 0. (2.9)
The key variable we use to characterize the system is the mean dissolution flux. The169
point flux, f , is defined at every location along the CO2-brine interface via Fick’s law;170
the mean dissolution flux through the interface, f , is the lateral average:171
f(x, t) = −D ∂c
∂z
∣∣∣∣
z=0
, f(t) =
1
W
∫ 0
−W
f(x, t) dx. (2.10)
When all the equations are made dimensionless, there are two governing parameters.172
One is the Rayleigh number, Ra = V H/D, which compares the strength of advection173
to diffusion. The second is the dimensionless width of the CO2 source. For regimes after174
the fingers reach the bottom of the layer, we typically use the layer thickness, H , to non-175
dimensionalize the width. Since we expect the length of the CO2-brine interface to be176
larger than the reservoir thickness in practice, we focus on systems for which W > 4H .177
For earlier regimes, we find that the dissolution behavior is not affected by the layer178
thickness, and instead use the only remaining length scale to non-dimensionalize the179
width: the most unstable wavelength, λc, which roughly reflects the characteristic finger180
width immediately after the onset of fingering. Based on the results of stability analyses,181
we define the most unstable wavelength to be λc = 90D/V (Ennis-King et al. 2005; Xu182
et al. 2006; Riaz et al. 2006), which agrees with our numerical results.183
In general, we solve the governing equations numerically. We integrate the pressure184
equation using finite volumes and solve it with a fast Poisson solver (Strang 2007). To185
solve the concentration equation (eq 2.3), we also integrate using finite volumes, but186
additionally employ linear reconstructions and the MC limiter to maintain second-order187
accuracy (LeVeque 2002). We integrate in time using Runge-Kutta methods (Lambert188
1991): for short-time simulations, we use an explicit, two-stage method, and for longer189
simulations, we switch to an implicit-explicit two-stage method to remove the time-step190
restriction from the diffusion term (Ascher et al. 1997). Both time integration methods191
are second-order accurate. We have performed a convergence analysis to confirm that the192
numerical method and discretizations used are sufficient to quantify the dissolution flux193
accurately.194
3. Dissolution regimes195
Early diffusion (ed). At the earliest times, dissolution occurs via diffusion without196
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Figure 3. Initially, dissolution occurs via diffusion without convection along the interior of
the CO2 source, but convection occurs immediately at the edge (all results for Ra = 4000).
a. Convection causes a single finger to form at the edge for high Ra (t = 927D/V 2, λc = 90D/V ),
as shown by this zoomed-in image of the top boundary (the bottom boundary is at z/λc ≈ 44).
b. This finger triggers the formation of an adjacent finger (t = 3015D/V 2). c. The evolution of
fingering for longer times can be shown in a surface plot of the point fluxes along the source as
a function of time. Since finger roots are highly saturated, the vertical concentration gradient
immediately above a finger is small, and the dissolution flux is therefore also small. As a result,
the dark red branches in the plot trace the finger movements. The plot shows that fingering
propagates inward until the entire source becomes unstable. Here, a small perturbation is present
(ε = 1×10−14), so the fingering front can advance far to the left before the perturbation triggers
fingering everywhere. d. When a larger perturbation is present (ε = 1×10−3), the perturbation
triggers fingering across the whole source relatively quickly before the fingering front can advance
far from the edge.
convective enhancement in regions far from the edge of the source. This process creates197
a diffuse layer of CO2-rich fluid directly under the top boundary.198
At the edge of the source, however, convection begins immediately since the small-199
est amount of diffusion leads to a lateral concentration gradient there, which drives200
vortical flow (eq. 2.5). For Ra & 55, this flow creates a single finger at the edge (fig-201
ure 3a), as has been observed in the Elder and salt-lake problems (Elder 1967; Wooding202
et al. 1997a,b). The propagation of this finger perturbs a neighbouring region of the203
diffuse, CO2-rich boundary layer, which locally destabilizes the layer and creates an ad-204
jacent finger (figure 3b). This process successively triggers fingering along the source205
until other perturbations—either numerical or physical—destabilize the entire boundary206
layer (figure 3c). For the remainder of the study, we impose random perturbations in the207
constant-concentration boundary of magnitude ε = 1 × 10−3 as shown in equation 2.8.208
Under this perturbation, only one or two fingers form at the edge before the entire bound-209
ary layer destabilizes (figure 3d). This choice is motivated by the expectation that large210
perturbations will be present during CO2 storage in real geologic traps.211
When the length of the CO2 source is large, the initial convection exerts a negligible212
effect on the mean dissolution flux. For the perturbation we impose and Ra . 55, the213
initial convection is negligible provided W & 4H . For Ra & 55, fingering occurs at the214
edge, so the domain must be much larger than the characteristic width of a finger for215
the fingering process to be negligible. Numerically, we find that convection is negligible216
provided W & 30λc. When convection is negligible, the flux may be modeled by the flux217
for a 1D-diffusion problem in a semi-infinite domain (Crank 1980),218
f ed = cs
(
D
πt
)1/2
, (3.1)
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Figure 4. During the early diffusion regime, the mean dissolution flux, f , can be modeled by the
flux from a 1D diffusion problem (dashed lines; eq 3.1), provided the source is large enough for
edge convection to be negligible. a. For Ra . 55, edge convection is negligible providedW & 4H ,
and all numerically-measured fluxes (colored) collapse to the diffusion solution. This solution
becomes invalid at tld1 ∼ H
2/D, when the system transitions to the late diffusion regime. b. For
Ra & 133, all numerically-measured fluxes (colored) collapse to the diffusion solution provided
W & 30λc. The diffusion solution becomes invalid at tf ∼ D/V
2, when the system transitions
to the fingering regime.
as shown in figure 4 (subscripts on f indicate the regime for the remainder of the219
manuscript).220
The diffusion model is valid before the system transitions to the next regime, which221
depends on the Rayleigh number. For Ra . 55, the next regime is late diffusion and the222
transition occurs when the diffusion front reaches the bottom of the layer: tld1 ∼ H2/D223
(figure 4a). For Ra & 133, the next regime is fingering and the transition occurs at224
tf = ψD/V
2, as found in previous studies (Ennis-King et al. 2005; Xu et al. 2006;225
Riaz et al. 2006; Hassanzadeh et al. 2007; Slim & Ramakrishnan 2010). The constant ψ226
depends on the criterion used to define the onset of fingering. Here, we define the onset227
as the time when the mean flux reaches a local minimum before rising sharply due to228
fingering (figure 4b). Based on this criterion, we find that ψ ≈ 2000. For intermediate229
Rayleigh numbers, 55 . Ra . 133, the subsequent regime is unclear so the transition is230
not well defined; however, we find that the diffusion solution is valid until a time between231
tld1 and tf.232
Fingering (f). In the fingering regime, CO2 diffuses into a thin boundary layer that233
breaks up into sinking fingers. Over the interior of the CO2 source, this behavior is nearly234
identical to the fingering process described in previous studies: as the fingers fall, rela-235
tively unsaturated water simultaneously rises to the source, which maintains large con-236
centration gradients that increase the dissolution rate compared to the previous regime.237
Near the edge of the source, however, the unsaturated water comes dominantly from the238
porous layer outside the source region (figure 5a). Since the water does not travel up-239
ward between descending fingers to reach the source, it is nearly completely unsaturated,240
leading to higher dissolution fluxes than in the interior (figure 5b). These fluxes are sim-241
ilar in magnitude to those that occur immediately after the onset of fingering, when the242
dissolution flux reaches a local maximum (Hassanzadeh et al. 2007; Slim et al. 2013).243
Directly at the edge, the inflow of water stabilizes a small boundary layer, which can be244
modeled with the boundary layer solution derived by Cheng & Chang (1976) (figure 5c).245
For Ra & 2000, the mean dissolution flux during the fingering regime oscillates, but246
remains approximately constant in time (figure 5d). Since the fluxes near the edge are247
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CO2 source. We find that when the source is larger than about 100λc, the mean flux249
converges to250
f f ≈ 0.017csV, (3.2)
in agreement with previous results (figure 5e) (Hesse 2008; Pau et al. 2010; Hidalgo et al.251
2012). The flux begins to decrease from this value at tsf ≈ 15H/V , which is the time252
required for dissolved CO2 to sink to the bottom in fingers and then recirculate back to253
the top boundary.254
For 133 . Ra . 2000, the flux rises to a peak after the onset of fingering and then255
continually declines with minor oscillations, as observed in previous work (Hassanzadeh256
et al. 2007). While the flux fails to exhibit a steady state, equation 3.2 provides a lower257
bound on the flux. Since the flux continually declines, the transition to the next regime258
is not well defined, but we adopt the transition time for higher Rayleigh numbers (tsf ≈259
15H/V ) and find agreement with numerical results.260
Shutdown/fingering (sf). During the shutdown/fingering regime, the source region261
exhibits three zones of different behavior (figure 6a). In the inner zone (iz), dissolved262
CO2 sinks to the bottom of the layer in fingers and then recirculates back to the top263
boundary, where it reduces the concentration gradients and therefore also the dissolution264
fluxes. This behavior is essentially identical to the convective shutdown behavior observed265
in closed systems (Hewitt et al. 2013; Slim et al. 2013). In the outer zone (oz), fingering266
occurs in the unsaturated water that flows in from the porous layer outside the source267
region. This inflow is the counter-current to the flow of dense, CO2-rich fluid that migrates268
away from the source along the bottom of the layer (figure 6a). In the middle zone (mz),269
dissolved CO2 from the outer zone enters from the right and flows to the left along the270
top part of the layer (figure 6b). CO2 also dissolves via fingering in this zone, but the271
fingers dominantly remain in the top part of the layer; this is reflected in the observation272
that the vertical velocities go to zero along the midline of the layer (figure 6c). As the273
flow advances toward the interior, dissolution continues until the concentration rises to274
values similar to those in the inner zone, at which point the horizontal velocities become275
very small and the dissolved CO2 sinks to the bottom. In the bottom part of the layer,276
the dissolved CO2 flows to the right as a dense gravity current and eventually leaves the277
source region.278
To model the mean dissolution flux in this regime, we first obtain models for each279
of the three zones, focusing on high-Ra systems (Ra & 2000). In the outer zone, the280
dissolution mechanism is very similar to the previous regime and the mean dissolution281
flux can be modeled with the previous result (see eq. 3.2):282
f˜oz =
1
−xmz
∫ 0
xmz
f dx ≈ 0.017csV, (3.3)
where the tilde denotes a lateral average over a region of the constant-concentration283
boundary and subscripts denote the specific region. While the actual flux is slightly284
higher due to the inflow of nearly completely unsaturated water, we use this value for285
simplicity and find it to be a reasonable approximation of the numerically measured flux.286
The outer zone extends over the range xmz 6 x 6 0, where xmz is the right boundary287
of the middle zone (figure 6a). We find empirically that xmz ≈ − 0.3H , although we288
currently cannot rule out that xmz might exhibit some dependence on other parameters289
as well.290
In the inner zone, dissolution occurs via the convective shutdown mechanism described291
by Hewitt et al. (2013) and Slim et al. (2013), and can be modeled with the formulas292
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Figure 5. During the fingering regime, CO2-rich fingers fall to the bottom of the layer and fresh
water circulates to the source. a. Over the interior of the source, the unsaturated water comes
from below; at the edge, it comes from the porous layer to the right (shown for Ra = 10, 000).
b. The inflow of water from outside the source region sweeps fingers to the interior, as shown by
the repetition of diagonal red branches along the right side of the surface plot (Ra = 10, 000).
The blue regions between the branches indicate that the fluxes are higher near the edge than
in the interior. c. A stable boundary layer exists directly at the edge. Numerical measurements
of the flux there (colored) agree with the analytical solution (dashed). d. For Ra & 2000, the
mean dissolution flux oscillates but is approximately constant in time (W ≫ 100λc). e. When
the length of the CO2 source is larger than about 100λc, the elevated fluxes near the edge are
negligible and the mean flux converges to f ≈ 0.017csV . Different data points for the same value
of W/λc are different realizations for different random perturbations.
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Figure 6. In the shutdown/fingering regime, the source region can be divided into three zones
as shown by the dashed orange lines. a. In the inner zone, dissolution decreases due to the
accumulation of dissolved CO2. In the outer zone, dissolution remains at relatively high rates
due to the inflow of unsaturated water along the top of the layer. In the middle zone, the
dissolution rate transitions between the neighbouring zones. b. The horizontal velocities in the
middle zone are dominantly to the left in the upper part of the layer, sweeping dissolved CO2
toward the interior. In the lower part of the layer, they are dominantly to the right, carrying
dissolved CO2 outside of the source region. c. The vertical velocities in the middle zone are
large in the upper part of the layer but nearly vanish at the centreline, indicating that fingering
is mostly confined to the top. d. Analytical models for the dissolution flux in each zone (red;
eqs 3.5, 3.8, and 3.2) agree well with numerically-measured fluxes along the source (black). e.
We average the flux models from each zone to find the mean dissolution flux over the entire
source. The averaged model (long dashed: W = 5H , short dashed: W = 10H ; eq 3.10) agrees
well with numerical results for Ra & 2000.
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they derived:293
c′iz =
1
H
1
xiz +W
∫ H
0
∫ xiz
−W
c′ dx dz = 1− (1 + κ(t− t0)V/H)−1 , (3.4)
294
f˜iz =
1
xiz +W
∫ xiz
−W
f dx = csV κ
(
1− c′iz
)2
. (3.5)
These formulas are box models in that they describe the average behavior of the system295
over a box-shaped region. In these formulas, c′iz is the dimensionless mean concentration296
in the inner zone (double overbars denote averaging vertically over the entire porous297
layer and horizontally over a region of the layer, which is indicated by the subscripts),298
f˜iz is the mean dissolution flux into the inner zone, t0 is a virtual time origin, and κ is a299
constant. Slim et al. (2013) used the ad hoc value of κ = 0.05, and Hewitt et al. (2013)300
derived the value to be κ = 0.028 based on analogy to Rayleigh-Be´nard convection; both301
used t0 = 0. We empirically find that κ = 0.028 and t0 = 5H/V provide the best fit to302
the data.303
In the middle zone, we develop a model for the upper part of the layer that couples304
dissolution due to fingering and horizontal advection. To derive the model, we vertically305
average the concentration equation (eq 2.3) and make several assumptions. We assume306
that diffusion is negligible compared to advection outside the boundary layer at z = 0,307
and that the horizontal velocity in the upper part of the layer, umz, is independent of308
both x and z. Numerical results show that this is not strictly true, but we find that this309
simplification captures the general behavior and yields acceptable results. We also assume310
that the vertical mass flux from the upper part of the layer to the lower part is negligible.311
This assumption is valid over most of the middle zone since the high CO2 concentrations312
in the underlying gravity current cause the vertical velocities to become negligibly small313
along the midline of the layer (figure 6c). The assumption is invalid at the left boundary314
of the zone were nearly all the dissolved CO2 sinks to the bottom layer, but we find315
that this region is small and has a minor impact on the results. Finally, we assume that316
the dissolution flux can be modeled with the expression from the convective shutdown317
model, equation 3.5 (with c′iz replaced by qc′ below). Since the convective shutdown model318
is derived via horizontal averaging over several finger widths, this assumption causes our319
model to capture behavior at the scale of several fingers.320
Under these assumptions, we derive an advection equation that incorporates the ex-321
pression for the dissolution flux from the shutdown model (eq 3.5) as a forcing term:322
∂qc′
∂t
+ umz
∂qc′
∂x
=
V κ
η
(
1− qc′
)2
, (3.6)
where η is the thickness of the upper layer and qc′ = η−1
∫ η
0 c
′ dz is the dimensionless323
concentration vertically averaged over the upper layer (see appendix A for the derivation).324
This equation states that the mass transported into the upper layer via fingering is325
swept laterally through the layer via advection. For the boundary condition, we fix the326
concentration at the right boundary: qc′(x = xmz) = qc′R, where qc′R is the vertically327
averaged concentration that enters from the outer zone. Based on numerical observations,328
the behavior in the upper layer is essentially time invariant, so we solve the equation at329
steady state:330
qc′mz = 1−
(
V κ
umzη
(x− xmz) + 1
1− qc′R
)
−1
, (3.7)
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f˜mz = csV κ
(
V κ
umzη
(x− xmz) + 1
1− qc′R
)
−2
. (3.8)
Since the model is a hyperbolic equation, the position of the downstream boundary to332
the left, xiz, was not required for the solution. We define the location of this boundary333
a posteriori as the point at which the vertically averaged concentration in the middle334
zone equals the mean concentration in the inner zone. Equating equations 3.4 and 3.7,335
we find:336
xiz = xmz +
umzη
V κ
(
κ (t− t0) V
H
−
qc′R
1− qc′R
)
. (3.9)
Based on this definition, the location of the left boundary continually moves toward337
the interior as the inner region becomes more saturated, which agrees with observations338
from the simulations. We set the thickness of the top layer and the velocity empirically339
from numerical data: η ≈ 0.3H and umz ≈ − 0.07V . We set the mean concentration340
at the right boundary to ensure continuity of the dissolution flux with the outer zone:341
qc′R = 1 − (f˜oz/κ)1/2 ≈ 0.22 (see eq 3.5). This value matches observations from the342
simulations (figure 6a).343
We find that, for Ra & 2000, the dissolution flux at every location along the CO2 source344
can be approximated by combining the models for each of the three zones (figure 6d).345
To determine the mean dissolution flux over the source, we average the models:346
f sf =
1
W
[∫ xiz
−W
f˜izdx+
∫ xmz
xiz
f˜mzdx+
∫ 0
xmz
f˜ozdx
]
, (3.10)
As shown in figure 6e, the solution for the mean flux agrees with numerical measurements.347
The solution becomes inaccurate at tss ≈ 100H/V , when the system transitions to the348
next regime.349
Shutdown/slumping (ss). In the shutdown/slumping regime, the source region ex-350
hibits two zones of different behavior (figure 7a). In the inner zone (iz), the dissolution351
mechanism is the same as in the previous regime: convective shutdown. In the outer352
zone (oz), the mechanism is similar to that in the previous regime: dissolution occurs via353
fingering into relatively unsaturated fluid that flows in from the layer outside the source354
region. As before, this flow is the counter current to the dense, CO2-rich gravity current355
that slumps away from the source. The difference is that, in this regime, the extent of356
the gravity current is large relative to the thickness of the layer, and as a result, the flux357
of CO2 out of the source region continually decreases with time. Since the outer zone is358
nearly saturated, this causes the dissolution flux into the outer zone to also continually359
decrease with time, whereas previously it was constant.360
To model dissolution in the outer zone, we develop a box model that relates the mean361
dissolution flux to the flux into the dense gravity current. To derive the model, we average362
the concentration equation (eq 2.3) over the outer zone in both the vertical and horizontal363
directions:364
∂c′oz
∂t
=
1
|xiz|
(
f̂(x = xiz)− f̂(x = 0)
)
+
1
H
f˜oz. (3.11)
c′oz is the dimensionless mean concentration in the outer zone, f̂(x = xiz) is the mean365
horizontal mass flux from the inner zone to the outer zone, f̂(x = 0) is the mean horizontal366
mass flux from the outer zone into the gravity current, and f˜oz is the mean dissolution flux367
into the outer zone, as depicted in figure 7a (for the remainder of the text, hats denote368
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vertical averages over the entire layer: e.g. f̂ = H−1
∫H
0
f dz). When the accumulation369
term on the left and the mean flux from the inner zone to the outer zone are negligible,370
the equation becomes371
f˜oz =
H
|xiz| f̂(x = 0), (3.12)
which states that the mean dissolution flux in the outer zone is directly proportional to372
the flux into the gravity current. Based on numerical results, we find that the flux from373
the inner zone to the outer zone is approximately zero when xiz ≈ 3H (figure 7c). In374
contrast to the previous regime, the location of the boundary is fixed in this regime.375
To quantify the flux into the gravity current, we model the migration of the current.376
We assume that vertical velocities in the current are negligible compared to the horizontal377
velocities (Dupuit approximation), which is justified by the large lateral extent of the378
current relative to its height in this regime (Bear 1972). We also assume sharp interfaces.379
Since diffusion is the only mechanism by which mass enters the system, the interface is380
always diffuse, but we treat it as sharp for simplicity and find agreement with numerical381
results for high Rayleigh numbers (Ra & 2000). Under these assumptions, the height of382
the sharp interface, h, can be modeled by the following equation (Bear 1972; De Josselin383
De Jong 1981; Huppert & Woods 1995):384
∂h
∂t
− V ∂
∂x
[
h
(
1− h
H
)
∂h
∂x
]
= 0, (3.13)
where h is measured from the bottom of the layer. We solve this equation in a semi-infinite385
domain with the left boundary fixed at the right edge of the source region. For the left386
boundary condition, we set the height of the current at x = 0 based on the observation387
that the current remains pinned at the edge of the source; from numerical observations,388
the pinned height is h ≈ 0.7H . We transform the equation into a self-similar form using389
the similarity variable ξss = x/(V Ht)
1/2, and then integrate it numerically. We find that390
the solution matches the gravity current in the full, 2D simulations (figure 7b). From the391
solution, we calculate the mass flux into the current to be392
f̂(x = 0) =
1
H
d
dt
(
cc
∫ xn
0
h dx
)
= 0.26cc
(
HV
t
)1/2
, (3.14)
where xn is the rightmost edge of the current at which h = 0 and cc is the concentration393
of the current, which we set empirically to 0.65cs. This expression shows that the flux394
into the gravity current decreases diffusively in time with the scaling t−1/2, which is due395
to the fact that the horizontal velocities in the current decrease diffusively in time. To396
compare this flux with the flux from pure Fickian diffusion, we divide equation 3.14 by397
equation 3.1: f̂(x = 0)/fed ≈ (0.03πRa)1/2. This expression shows that the enhancement398
in the dissolution flux due to slumping is proportional to the square root of the Rayleigh399
number.400
To model the mean dissolution flux over the entire source, f ss, we average the fluxes401
from both zones:402
f ss =
1
W
[∫ xiz
−W
f˜izdx+
∫ 0
xiz
f˜ozdx
]
,
= csV
1
W
[
(W − 3H)κ
(
1 + κ(t− t0)V
H
)
−2
+ 0.26H
cc
cs
(
H
V t
)1/2]
.
(3.15)
This expression agrees with numerical measurements of the mean flux (figure 7d). It be-403
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Figure 7. a. In the shutdown/slumping regime, the source region can be divided into two zones
as shown by the dashed orange lines (Ra = 10, 000). The inner zone is the same as in the previous
regime. The flux into the outer zone, efoz, can be modeled from the flux into the dense gravity
current, bf(x = 0). b. The flux into the gravity current can be derived from a sharp-interface
model of the current (dashed; eq 3.13), which matches the shape of the current from full, 2D
simulations (Ra = 10, 000). c. The flux into the current provides a good approximation of
the flux into the outer zone when the flux between the two zones, bf(x = xiz), is very small.
Numerical measurements of the mean horizontal flux, bf , indicate that this can be achieved by
placing the zone boundary at xiz ≈ − 3H . d. The model for the mean dissolution flux over the
entire source (short dashed: W = 10H , long dashed: W = 5H ; eq 3.15) agrees with numerical
results (colored). Data are truncated at the onset of the next regime for clarity.
comes invalid at tsT ≈ 6(H3/V D)1/2, when the system transitions to the shutdown/Taylor404
slumping regime.405
Shutdown/Taylor slumping (sT). In the shutdown/Taylor slumping regime, the406
source region can be divided into the same two zones present in the previous regime. The407
inner zone is exactly the same, with dissolution occurring via convective shutdown. The408
outer zone exhibits similar behavior to the previous regime in that the dissolution rate409
is limited by rate at which CO2-rich fluid can slump away from the source region as a410
dense gravity current. It differs, however, in the nature of the gravity current. Whereas411
previously advection dominated diffusion, in this regime diffusion becomes equally impor-412
tant and a broad transition zone develops between the dense current and the over-riding413
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counter-current (figure 2). As a result of diffusive mixing, the current decelerates faster414
than in the previous regime, and consequently the flux of CO2 out of the source re-415
gion also decreases faster. A complementary interpretation is that the dissolution flux416
decreases faster because the counter-current no longer supplies nearly unsaturated fluid417
to the source region, but rather fluid with high saturations of CO2 originating from the418
dense gravity current.419
To model the dissolution flux in the outer zone, we employ the box model from the420
previous regime that relates the dissolution flux to the flux into the dense gravity current421
(eq 3.12). However, to model the flux into the current, we now use a model that captures422
diffusive mixing between the dense current and the counter-current. The model, called423
the Taylor slumping model, is a partial differential equation for the vertically averaged424
concentration in the porous layer, c (Szulczewski & Juanes 2013):425
∂ĉ
∂t
−D ∂
2ĉ
∂x2
− ∂
∂x
(
H4V 2
120Dc2s
[
∂ĉ
∂x
]2
∂ĉ
∂x
)
= 0. (3.16)
The middle term in this equation is a Fickian diffusion term. The rightmost term can426
be interpreted as a nonlinear diffusion term that captures the coupling between Taylor427
dispersion at the aquifer scale and the reduction in lateral concentration gradients that428
drive flow (Szulczewski & Juanes 2013). Scaling these terms shows that the Fickian429
diffusion term is negligible compared to the nonlinear term when the aspect ratio of the430
current is small relative to the Rayleigh number: L/H ≪ Ra/√120, where L is the lateral431
extent of the current. As a result, the nonlinear term dominates at early times before432
the current becomes too large, and we neglect the Fickian diffusion term until the last433
regime.434
We solve the Taylor slumping equation in a semi-infinite domain with the left boundary435
at the right edge of the source region. For the boundary condition, we fix the vertically436
averaged concentration to the completely saturated concentration (ĉ(x = 0) = cs). While437
a more rigorous boundary condition could be based on the time-evolving concentration438
at the boundary—which could be estimated by the convective shutdown solution in the439
inner zone—the simple condition we impose is reasonable since the actual dimensionless440
concentration at the boundary is close to unity at times for which the Taylor slumping441
model is valid. The error introduced by this simplification decreases with time as the442
source region approaches saturation.443
The simplified boundary condition permits the Taylor slumping model to be solved444
analytically via a similarity solution in the variable ξTs = x/(H
4V 2t/120D)1/4:445
ĉ
cs
= 1− 1
2
√
12
[
ξTs
(
α2 − ξ2Ts
)1/2
+ α2 arcsin
(
ξTs
α
)]
, (3.17)
where α = (198/π2)1/4. This solution agrees with numerical measurements of the ver-446
tically averaged concentration. The agreement improves over time since the model is447
asymptotic (Szulczewski & Juanes 2013), and since the boundary condition becomes in-448
creasingly accurate with time (figure 8a). From the solution, we find the flux into the449
current:450
f̂(x = 0) =
1
H
d
dt
(
H
∫
∞
0
ĉ dx
)
= cs
(
8
405π6
)1/4 (
H4V 2
Dt3
)1/4
. (3.18)
This equation agrees with the numerically measured fluxes out of the source region451
(figure 8b). It shows that, in contrast to the previous regime, the flux into the gravity452
current decreases sub-diffusively. We find empirically that equation 3.18 becomes valid at453
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time tsT ≈ 6(TATD)1/2 = 6(H3/V D)1/2, where TA = H/V is the characteristic advection454
time across the layer and TD = H
2/D is the characteristic diffusion time across the455
layer. While the precise physical origin of this scaling is unclear, the dependence on both456
advection and diffusion timescales is reasonable since the model couples advection and457
diffusion.458
While the convective shutdown mechanism continues to operate in the inner zone, we459
use an extended form of model from the previous regimes. The extended model captures460
behavior at low Rayleigh numbers and long times more accurately than the previous461
model. It was derived by Hewitt et al. (2013):462
c′iz = 1− γ
[
(1 + γ)eκγ(t−t0)V/H − 1
]
−1
, (3.19)
463
f˜iz = csV κ
[(
1− c′iz
)2
+ γ
(
1− c′iz
)]
, (3.20)
where γ = β/κRa and β = 2.75. The previously used model can be derived from this464
model when γ ≪ 1. As with the previous model, this model agrees with numerical465
measurements of the dissolution flux in the inner zone (figure 8c).466
To determine the mean dissolution flux over the source region, we average the fluxes in467
the inner and outer zones. The flux into the inner zone is given by the extended convective468
shutdown model (eq 3.20). The flux into the outer zone is given by combining the box469
model (eq 3.12) with the expression for the flux into the gravity current (eq 3.18). For470
the left boundary of the box model, xiz ≈ − 3H as in the previous regime. The mean471
dissolution flux is then472
f sT =
1
W
(∫ xiz
−W
f˜izdx+
∫ 0
xiz
f˜ozdx
)
,
=
1
W
[
(W − 3H)f˜iz + csH
(
8
405π6
)1/4(
H4V 2
Dt3
)1/4]
,
(3.21)
where f˜iz is given by eq 3.20. This expression agrees with numerically measured fluxes.473
The agreement improves for larger Rayleigh numbers because the shutdown model be-474
comes more accurate for larger Rayleigh numbers. The agreement also improves with475
time as the Taylor slumping model becomes more accurate (figure 8d).476
This validity of equation 3.21 is limited by the late-time validity of the convective477
shutdown model. We estimate the time at which the convective shutdown model becomes478
invalid as the time when the effective Rayleigh number, Rae, decreases to the critical479
value required for convection, Rac. The effective Rayleigh number is based on the density480
difference between the saturated upper boundary and the fluid in the porous layer, and481
as a result, is a function of the mean concentration in the layer. Following Hewitt et al.482
(2013), we define the effective Rayleigh number as Rae = 4Ra(1 − c′iz). We take the483
critical Rayleigh number to be Rac = 4π
2, which is the appropriate value for a Rayleigh-484
Be´nard flow (Nield & Bejan 2013). We choose this value because the derivation of Hewitt485
et al. (2013) is based on an analogy to Rayleigh-Be´nard flow, but the choice may be486
interpreted as ad hoc since the analogy breaks down before this critical value is reached.487
Solving for the time at which Rae = Rac yields tTs = (H
2/D)(1/β) ln[(4β/κRac)(1 +488
γ)−1], which in the limit of large Ra (γ ≪ 1) becomes tTs ≈ H2/D. Comparing the489
convective shutdown model to numerical results confirms the scaling but suggests the490
prefactor may be slightly larger than one (figure 8c).491
Taylor slumping (Ts). After time tTs ≈ H2/D, the interior of the source region492
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Figure 8. a. In the shutdown/Taylor slumping regime, the dissolution flux into the outer zone
is controlled by the flux into a diffuse gravity current, which we model with the Taylor slumping
model (eq 3.16). The model results for the vertically averaged concentration in the layer (dashed;
eq 3.17) agree with numerical measurements (colored), particularly at late times. b. The model
results for the flux into the gravity current (dashed; eq 3.18) agree with numerical measurements
of the flux (colored) exiting the source region (all data for W > 3H). Data are truncated at
the transition to the next regime for clarity. The simultaneous convergence of all data to the
model indicates that the onset time of Taylor slumping scales as tsT ∼ (H
3/V D)1/2, which is
the onset of the shutdown/Taylor slumping regime. c. In the inner zone, dissolution continues to
occur via convective shutdown. In this regime, we use an extended form of the shutdown model
(long dashed: Ra = 6000, short dashed: Ra = 150; eq 3.20), which describes the numerical fluxes
(colored) for Ra & 133 until tTs ∼ H
2/D, when the system transitions to the next regime. d. The
model for the mean dissolution flux from the entire source (long dashed: Ra = 6000, W = 10H ,
short dashed: Ra = 8000,W = 5H ; eq 3.21) agrees with numerical measurements (colored),
particularly for large times and Rayleigh numbers. Again, data are truncated at the transition
to the next regime for clarity.
is essentially completely saturated with CO2 and convection becomes negligible there493
(figure 2). At the edge, convection slows but continues to enhance dissolution via the494
inflow of water with relatively low CO2 concentrations from the layer outside the source495
region. This behavior is exactly the same as in the previous regime, but the concentrations496
in the inflow are higher since the dense gravity current is now longer.497
To model the mean dissolution flux in this regime, we use a box model that spans the498
entire source region. As in the previous two regimes, the model relates the dissolution499
flux to the flux from the edge of the source into the layer. To model the flux into the layer,500
we again use the result from the Taylor slumping model (eq 3.18). The mean dissolution501
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Figure 9. In the last two regimes, Taylor slumping and late diffusion, we model the mean disso-
lution flux using only the horizontal flux out of the source region. a. Numerical measurements of
the dissolution flux (colored) in the Taylor slumping regime agree with the model (long dashed:
W = 4H , short dashed: W = 8H ; eq 3.22). The data are truncated at the onset of the next
regime for clarity. b. Numerical measurements of the dissolution flux (colored) in the late diffu-
sion regime also agree with our model (long dashed: W = 4H , short dashed: W = 8H ; eq 3.24).
The simultaneous convergence of numerical results to the model indicates that, for Ra & 133,
the onset time of late diffusion scales as tld2 ∼ H
4V 2/D3.
flux is:502
fTs =
H
W
f̂(x = 0) = cs
H
W
(
8
405π6
)1/4 (
H4V 2
Dt3
)1/4
. (3.22)
This equation represents a lower bound on the dissolution flux since it assumes that503
the accumulation of CO2 in the entire source region is negligible. In practice, the ac-504
cumulation is non-zero, but approaches zero with time as the layer becomes completely505
saturated. The equation agrees with numerical results (figure 9a).506
Late diffusion (ld). At the latest times, convection is negligible relative to diffusion507
over the entire domain. The dominant dissolution mechanism is diffusion without con-508
vective enhancement at the edge of the source, and the dominant transport mechanism509
outside the source region is lateral diffusion through the porous layer. For high Rayleigh510
numbers (Ra & 133), this behavior occurs when the dense gravity current that trans-511
ports CO2 away from the source becomes very long. When the current becomes long, the512
horizontal density gradient that drives the flow becomes very small and, as a result, the513
velocity becomes very small. The relationship between the lateral velocity, u, and the514
gradient of vertically-averaged density, ρ̂, is515
u(z) =
gkH
φµ
∂ρ̂
∂x
(
1
2
− z
H
)
+O(ǫ2), (3.23)
where ǫ = H/L and L is the horizontal extent of the flow (Szulczewski & Juanes516
2013). By equating the flux from lateral diffusion (eq 3.24) with the flux from Tay-517
lor slumping (eq 3.22), we find the time at which diffusion dominates to be tld2 =518
(8/405π4)(H4V 2/D3).519
For lower Rayleigh numbers, the transition to dissolution via lateral diffusion occurs at520
a different time. For Ra . 55, the previous regime is early diffusion, in which dissolution521
occurs dominantly via diffusion in the vertical direction without convective enhancement.522
When vertical diffusion is the preceding mechanism, the transition occurs when the dif-523
fusion front reaches the bottom of the layer at tld1 ≈ H2/D, as discussed previously.524
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To model the dissolution flux, we use a box model that spans the entire source region525
as in the previous regime. To model the lateral flux out of the source region, we use the526
flux from a 1D diffusion problem in a semi-infinite domain. The mean dissolution flux is527
then:528
f ld =
H
W
f̂(x = 0) =
H
W
cs
(
D
πt
)1/2
. (3.24)
This is the same equation as for the first regime (eq 3.1), but with an additional de-529
pendence on the ratio of the layer thickness, H , to the width of the source, W . This530
dependence arises because we are calculating the flux as the rate of mass transfer verti-531
cally through the CO2-brine interface, but the flux in this regime is actually constrained532
by the rate of mass transfer laterally through the porous layer. This solution agrees with533
numerically measured dissolution fluxes (figure 9b).534
4. Summary of regimes535
We classify dissolution into seven regimes. In the early diffusion regime, dissolution536
occurs dominantly via diffusion without convective enhancement. In the fingering regime,537
dense, CO2-rich fluid sinks away from the source in fingers while relatively unsaturated538
fluid rises upward, leading to an elevated dissolution flux that is approximately constant539
in time. In the shutdown/fingering regime, the inner zone of the source region undergoes540
convective shutdown, in which the dissolution rate slows due to the recirculation of CO2-541
rich fluid from the fingers back up to the source; the outer zone continues to exhibit542
fingering in a return flow of nearly fresh water from the porous layer outside the source543
region. In the shutdown/slumping and shutdown/Taylor slumping regimes, convective544
shutdown continues in the inner zone, while dissolution in the outer zone is constrained545
by the rate at which CO2-rich fluid can migrate away from the source as a gravity546
current. This gravity current exhibits a sharp boundary with the over-riding counter547
current in the shutdown/slumping regime, and the dissolution flux in the outer zone548
decreases diffusively in time. However, in the shutdown/Taylor slumping regime, the549
boundary becomes highly diffuse and the dissolution flux in the outer zone decreases550
sub-diffusively in time. In the Taylor slumping regime, dissolution at the edge continues551
to be limited by the migration of a diffuse gravity current, but convective shutdown552
ceases in the inner zone due to nearly complete saturation of the layer. Finally, in the553
late diffusion regime, dissolution occurs via lateral diffusion though the porous layer with554
negligible convection.555
All of the regimes can be organized into the phase diagram in figure 10. This diagram556
shows that the occurrence of the regimes depends on the Rayleigh number. For the557
highest Rayleigh numbers (Ra & 2000), all regimes occur: dissolution begins in the early558
diffusion regime, then transitions through the fingering regime, the three regimes with559
convective shutdown, the Taylor slumping regime, and finally the late diffusion regime.560
For smaller Rayleigh numbers, fewer regimes occur as convection becomes increasingly561
less important relative to diffusion. For the smallest Rayleigh numbers (Ra . 55), none of562
the regimes with convective enhancement occur: dissolution begins in the early diffusion563
regime and transitions directly to the late diffusion regime.564
5. Application565
Since all the models have been derived for an idealized system, their applicability to566
real geologic traps is uncertain. While our system is 2D, rectilinear, perfectly horizon-567
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Figure 10. Phase diagram of the dissolution regimes. Tracing a vertical line through the diagram
illustrates the regimes that occur for a particular Rayleigh number. The gray region in the
center represents conditions for which we did not model dissolution. The sharp angle on the
border between the Taylor slumping (Ts) and shutdown/Tayor slumping (sT) regimes occurs at
Ra = 133, the leftmost extent of the fingering regime (f), due to uncertainty about the validity
of the convective shutdown mechanism for lower Rayleigh numbers.
tal, and homogeneous, real geologic traps typically exhibit complex 3D geometries and568
heterogeneity at a variety of scales due to features such as lenses and layers of fine-569
grained rock. In addition, the length of the CO2-brine interface in a real trap continually570
decreases as the CO2 dissolves, whereas the interface length in our system is constant571
(figure 1). Due to the large number of differences and their complexity, we can not at this572
stage rigorously evaluate the accuracy of our models in real traps or determine whether573
they provide upper or lower bounds on the dissolution rates. Some features of real traps,574
such as slope and natural groundwater flow, will likely lead to higher dissolution rates in575
practice, but the effect of other features such as heterogeneity is more difficult to predict.576
Consequently, we emphasize that the main contribution of the study is, strictly speaking,577
the elucidation of how dissolution is affected by the finite CO2-brine interface that exists578
during storage in geologic traps.579
While our models are based on several assumptions, applying them to real geologic580
traps can be useful. Since the models are all analytical, they can quickly provide rough581
estimates of the dissolution rates that can be expected in practice, and can help con-582
strain the time required to completely dissolve a volume of injected CO2. While highly583
uncertain, these estimates are useful because there are currently several sequestration584
projects worldwide either injecting or planning to inject CO2 into structural and strati-585
graphic traps, but there are limited techniques available to quickly predict dissolution586
rates over the lifetime of the project. While large simulations incorporating site-specific587
geometry and geology play an important role in quantifying these rates, they are time-588
consuming to develop and the information they provide is also highly uncertain due to589
uncertainty in the subsurface properties. In addition, uncertainty arises from the inability590
of conventional simulations to resolve the small length scales associated with the fingering591
instability, which plays a key role in the dissolution process.592
With their limitations in mind, we apply the models to a few simplified geologic traps.593
The traps are characterized by six dimensional parameters: the layer thickness, H ; the594
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trap type thickness H [m] permeability k [mD] Ra
thick, high perm. 200 1000 2× 105
thin, high perm. 20 1000 2× 104
thick, low perm. 200 10 2× 103
thin, low perm. 20 10 2× 102
Table 1. We apply the dissolution models to four types of simplified geologic traps.
width of the CO2-brine interface, W ; the length of the trap in the yˆ-direction, L (see595
figure 1); the CO2 diffusivity, D; the saturated CO2 concentration, cs; and the buoyancy596
velocity, V = ∆ρgk/µφ. We set the parameters to represent a range of conditions that597
may be encountered in the subsurface (Szulczewski et al. 2012; Michael et al. 2010).598
While all of these parameters exhibit variability, for simplicity we set most of them599
to fixed values: L = 40 km, D = 1 × 10−9 m2/s, ∆ρ = 10 kg/m3, µ = 0.6 mPa s,600
φ = 0.15, and cs = 50 kg/m
3. For the layer thickness and permeability, two of the most601
highly variable parameters, we consider low and high values: for the layer thickness, we602
consider H = 20 m and H = 200 m, and for the permeability, we consider k = 10 mD603
and k = 1000 mD (1 mD ≈ 10−15 m2). These permeabilities lead to two buoyancy604
velocities: 0.3 m/yr and 30 m/yr, respectively. Combining the buoyancy velocities and605
layer thicknesses yields the four simple traps shown in table 1. For each trap, we consider606
two values for the width of the CO2-brine interface: W = 5 km and W = 15 km.607
While the traps are idealizations, they reflect properties from real sequestration projects.608
The thin, low-permeability trap displays similarities to the upper zones in the Nagaoka609
project (H ≈ 10 m, k ≈ 10 mD) (Mito et al. 2013), and the B-sandstone in the Tensleep610
Formation in the Teapot Dome (H ≈ 30 m, k ≈ 30 mD) (Chiaramonte et al. 2008). The611
thin, high-permeability trap displays similarities to the Naylor Field in the CO2CRC612
Otway Project (H ≈ 25 m, k ≈ 700 mD) (Underschultz et al. 2011), and the thick,613
low-permeability trap exhibits properties similar to the Mt. Simon Sandstone in the614
Cincinnatti Arch (H ≈ 100 m, k ≈ 10− 200 mD) (Michael et al. 2010). The thick, high-615
permeability trap has properties similar to the Utsira Formation in the Sleipner Project616
(H ≈ 250 m, k ≈ 5000 mD), which is not a structural or stratigraphic trap, but is often617
used to contextualize results of CO2 dissolution models (Neufeld et al. 2010; Hewitt et al.618
2013; MacMinn & Juanes 2013).619
For each idealized trap, we calculate the dissolution flux over ten million years. For620
most of the traps, the models completely specify the behavior. However, for the thin,621
low-permeability trap (Ra = 200), there is a period of time for which we did not develop622
models (see figure 10). For these times, we approximate the dissolution flux with a straight623
line in log space that connects the models we do have; this approximation is a power law624
in linear space.625
The results show a few similarities between the traps, but several differences. The626
traps are similar in that they all exhibit monotonic decreases in the dissolution flux:627
the flux first decreases diffusively in the early diffusion regime, becomes constant during628
the fingering regime, declines sharply in the regimes with convective shutdown, and629
then decreases more slowly but still sub-diffusively during the Taylor slumping regime630
(figure 11a). However, the detailed trajectories of the fluxes are very different among the631
traps, with the durations of the different regimes and the magnitude of the fluxes during632
those regimes varying by orders of magnitude (figure 11b). For example, in the high-633
permeability traps, fingering occurs after about 20 days and the dissolution flux is about634
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Figure 11. We use the simplified models to calculate the evolution of the dissolution flux in
four idealized geologic traps characterized in table 1. The short dashed line on the purple curve
marks the time period we did not explicitly model, but that we approximate. The steep drop in
the purple curve is due to the fact that the model for the Taylor slumping regime (Ts) represents
a lower bound on the flux. a. The fluxes in each trap exhibit the same general trend: a monotonic
decrease, with a period of constant flux during the fingering regime (f). In addition, the wide
traps (dashed; W = 15 km) exhibit lower fluxes at late times compared to the narrow traps
(solid; W = 5 km). However, the detailed trajectories for each trap exhibit several differences,
such as orders of magnitude variation in the transition times between the regimes (black circles)
and the magnitude of the flux during the regimes. b. These discrepancies are highlighted by
comparing the trajectories on the same plot (W = 5 km).
30 kton/km2/yr (all tons are metric tons), but in the low-permeability traps fingering635
occurs after about 600 years and the flux is roughly 300 ton/km2/yr. The time at which636
the regimes with convective shutdown and gravity currents occur is different for each637
trap: it ranges from 10 years in the thin, high-permeability trap to about 10,000 years in638
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H [m] k [mD ] Ra
Figure 12. For each idealized trap, we integrate the dissolution flux to calculate the dissolved
mass of CO2 vs. time (solid: W = 5 km; dashed: W = 15 km). The high-permeability traps (red,
green) dissolve more CO2 at short times compared to the low-permeability traps (blue, purple).
At late time, however, the quantity of dissolved CO2 depends on the trap thickness: the thick
traps (red, blue) ultimately dissolve more than the thin traps (green, purple). In all traps, large
interface widths (large W s) lead to more dissolved CO2 for all times we consider (we only show
one example for clarity). Comparison to figure 11 shows the opposite effect on the flux.
the thick, low-permeability trap. The magnitude of the fluxes during these regimes also639
vary widely among the traps.640
By integrating the dissolution fluxes, we calculate the cumulative mass of CO2 dissolved641
over time in each trap (figure 12). In practice, this quantity is of course constrained by642
the storage capacity of the trap, but in our idealized model the storage capacity is643
undetermined because the trap geometry is not fully specified. We find that at early644
times, the high-permeability traps dissolve more CO2 than the low-permeability traps645
due to both the shorter onset time for the fingering regime (tf ∼ D/V 2) and the larger646
magnitude of the flux during the regime (f f = 0.017csV ). These traps dissolve hundreds647
of megatons of CO2 over tens of years, whereas the low-permeability traps barely exceed648
10 megatons. At late times, the dissolved mass of CO2 depends on both the permeability649
and trap thickness, since the thickness impacts the end of fingering and the subsequent650
regimes. The thin traps nearly plateau at a little over 100 megatons of CO2, while the651
thick traps reach over 1 billion tons—about half the annual emissions of coal- and gas-652
fired power plants in the US (US Energy Information Administration, US Department653
of Energy 2009). In all traps, the amount of dissolved CO2 increases after the end of654
fingering, though this behavior is negligible in the thin, low-permeability trap and is655
most pronounced in the thick, high-permeability trap.656
While the width of the CO2-brine interface in our models is constant, the results657
illustrate that this parameter has a complex effect on dissolution. For the large interface658
width (W = 15 km), the mean dissolution flux is always lower at late times than for659
the small width (W = 5 km) (figure 11a). This is due to the fact that, for small W , the660
relatively large dissolution rates in the outer zone have a stronger impact on the mean661
behavior. The results for the cumulative CO2 dissolution, however, exhibit the opposite662
trend: in all of the traps, the larger interface width leads to the most dissolution for all663
times up to 10 million years (figure 12). This indicates that increased surface area over664
which dissolution occurs at early times is more important than the increased dissolution665
fluxes at the edge at late times. In an actual geologic trap in which the interface width666
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continually decreases, both the early-time advantage of large surface areas and the late667
time advantage of relatively large edge-zones will likely exist.668
6. Discussion and conclusion669
We find that CO2 dissolution in a geologic trap varies both spatially and temporally.670
In general, the CO2 source region exhibits at least two zones of different behavior: an671
outer zone adjacent to the edge of the source, and an inner zone far away from the edge.672
In the inner zone, the dissolution mechanisms are nearly identical to those observed in673
closed systems. Dissolution first occurs via vertical diffusion without convective enhance-674
ment, then via fingering, and then via convective shutdown. In the outer zone, however,675
the mechanisms are strongly impacted by the porous layer outside the source region,676
which continues to supply relatively unsaturated water long after the inner zone be-677
comes highly saturated. During the fingering and shutdown/fingering regimes, this influx678
of unsaturated water is approximately constant in time, and as a result, the dissolution679
flux near the edge is also constant. During the shutdown/slumping regime, the influx of680
water and dissolution flux decrease diffusively with time due to the migration of dense,681
CO2-rich flow away from the source as a gravity current. During the shutdown/Taylor-682
slumping and Taylor slumping regimes, the influx of water and dissolution flux decrease683
sub-diffusively in time due to diffusive mixing between the dense gravity current and the684
low-concentration counter-current. At the latest times, convection becomes negligible rel-685
ative to diffusion and the dissolution flux becomes limited by lateral diffusion though the686
porous layer.687
Applying the regime models to several representative geologic traps informs the relative688
importance of the different regimes and provides rough estimates of how much CO2 may689
be dissolved in practice. In general, we find that the onset times of the regimes and the690
magnitudes of the dissolution flux depends strongly on the reservoir properties. This691
result indicates that there is no typical dissolution behavior and suggests that accurately692
quantifying dissolution requires a site-specific approach. In addition, it encourages the693
use of dissolution models in the site-selection process, since a well-chosen site could694
potentially dissolve hundreds of megatons of CO2 within tens of years.695
Appendix A. Middle zone during shutdown/fingering regime696
To derive the model for the middle zone in the shutdown/fingering regime (eq 3.6), we697
first vertically average the concentration equation over the thickness of the upper part698
of the layer, η:699
∂qc
∂t
+
∂
∂x
|uc+
1
η
(vc)z=η −D
∂2qc
∂x2
− 1
η
[
D
∂c
∂z
∣∣∣∣
z=η
− D∂c
∂z
∣∣∣∣
z=0
]
= 0, (A 1)
where overhead check marks indicate vertically averaged quantities: e.g. qc = η−1
∫ η
0
c dz.700
We simplify the equation with the following assumptions: the vertical mass flux from701
the upper part of the layer to the lower part is negligible; the horizontal velocity in the702
upper part of the layer, umz, is vertically uniform and independent of x; and diffusion is703
negligible compared to advection outside of the boundary layer at z = 0. The averaged704
equation (A 1) becomes:705
∂qc
∂t
+ umz
∂qc
∂x
=
1
η
(
−D∂c
∂z
)
z=0
. (A 2)
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The term on the right in parenthesis represents the diffusive flux into the upper part of706
the layer from the CO2 source. We approximate this flux with the expression for the flux707
during convective shutdown (eq 3.5):708 (
−D∂c
∂z
)
z=0
= csV κ
(
1− qc′
)2
, (A 3)
where we have equated c′ in equation 3.5 with qc′. Substituting this expression into equa-709
tion A2 and non-dimensionalizing the concentration using the saturated concentration710
yields:711
∂qc′
∂t
+ umz
∂qc′
∂x
=
V κ
η
(
1− qc′
)2
. (A 4)
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